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Complete each sentence with a word from the box.

 1. Some people believe a culture’s  music shouldn’t be used in a 

mash-up.

 2. Others have the  that no music or art is so special that it can’t 

be part of a mash-up. 

 3. When musicians  a song, they play it so it can be put on a CD, 

on tape or in some other form that will last.    

 4. After a song has been put on a CD or on special plastic tape called magnetic tape, it’s 

called a .

 5. If you want a really good  experience, listen to a song by  

WagakkiBand.

 6. No doubt you’ll become a big  of this band! 

Read. Circle all the correct letters for each item.

1. What can you edit?

 a.  an email b.  a paragraph c.  an outfit d.  a recording 

2. People or things you might describe as cool

 a.  fashions b.  exams c.  classmates d.  musicians

3. Which things might you include in a mash-up? 

 a.  part of a song b.  a photo c.  a cartoon d.  a fan

4. What can you record?

 a.  sounds b.  speech c.  films d.  centuries

5. People or things you’re more likely to be a fan of

 a.  stomachaches b.  a DJ c.  mash-ups d.  a sports team
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record  opinion  include  recording  audio  traditional  fan 

Impact Extend Worksheet 1.6.2 1
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Impact Extend Worksheet 1.6.5 1

Read. Draw a line to connect the word or phrase in the left column with the correct 
sentence part in the right column. The two parts should form a complete sentence that 
makes sense. 

 1. How many   a.  hot sauce on them, please.

 2. Four   b.  tacos is more than I can eat.    

 3. A lot of   c.  jalapeño on top would be nice.

 4. Don’t put too much   d.  tacos do you want?

 5. One   e.  my favourite cheese would be great!

Read. Complete each sentence with the best word or phrase from the box. Use capital 
letters when necessary.

 1. Did you get   information about what to pack for the  

camping trip?

 2. We’ll be camping for  days, so  
shirts and   pairs of shorts should be enough.

 3.  food should we bring?

 4. Food will be provided. Bring  snacks.

 5. Remember, you can’t have  pairs of socks. They always get lost!
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a couple of  too many  three  a few  some  how much
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Complete the sentences with words from the box. Use a capital letter when necessary.

 

 1. WagakkiBand uses modern and traditional instruments to create 

 music. 

 2. An  device contains small parts that use electricity to work.

 3. People who  physical activity are interested in hybrid versions 

of their favourite sports.

 4. If you  someone, you try to look, sound, or act the way she or  

he does.

 5. Always  your writing before you submit it to your teacher.

 6. When you  information, you copy it from one computer system 

to another. 

Complete each sentence with the correct comparative form in brackets.

 1. Bajofondo’s tangos sound  the older, traditional versions.  

(more modern than, as modern as)

 2. Bossaball is supposed to be fun, but it looks a lot  than 

volleyball to me! (more harder, harder)

 3. I think Carl Warner’s foodscapes are just  the emperor in 

Vertumnus. (more weird than, as weird as)

 4. Do you think assembling and photographing a foodscape is  

creating something like The Great Wave off Kanagawa? (more difficult than, as difficult 

than) 
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fan edit download original

electronic imitate audio love
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